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Abstract
Repetition is a staple of cinematic practice. From the Russian Montage School to the French New
Wave, repetition has been used for a variety of reasons, from adding a poetic touch to a scene, to
highlighting certain aspects pertaining to its content. This paper will focus on the device of cinematic
repetition, more specifically, on single-shot repetition within the same sequence, in an attempt to
ascertain its metareferential potential. The inquiry will be both semiotic and narratological in nature, but
with an added focus on notions derived from film theory. It will employ Werner Wolf’s theoretical model
of metareferentiality, understood (1) as a particular type of self-reference (the opposite of all instances of
heteroreference – i.e. all manner of references to the ‘reality’ outside of the representation), and (2) as an
umbrella-term for all manner of instances that, in one way or another, produce a higher-level discursive
statement on the work that contains them (or, indeed, on the entire medium).
The prime aim of this paper will be to demonstrate the relevance of such a technique in the context
of metareferential cinema. Thus, I shall take into account various examples of such instances of multiple
repetitions of cinematic shots. My prime interest will be one of the most notorious metafilmic parodies of
all time: Spaceballs (1987), directed by Mel Brooks - a spoof of the sci-fi blockbuster, Star Wars (1977).
Keywords: cinematic repetition, single shot repetition, metareference, self-reference, metacinema,
parody, aesthetic illusion.

Movement is a prerequisite of cinema. The
succession of photographic images that creates
in the eyes of the spectators (via the phiphenomenon) the impression of movement is the
basis of cinematic representation (Aumont et al.
1994, 121-122). Like any other type of motion, it
entails variation over time, even in those cases
where the variation is infinitesimal (e.g. a static
shot where everything appears motionless), or
even in those extreme cases where any
movement is deliberately halted (e.g. a shot of a
painting, or a photograph). The succession of
individual frames does indeed constitute a
movement.
This paper will focus on a particular aspect
of this inherently continuous motion, so essential
for the cinema: repetition - understood as the
reiteration of movement. In other words: a
particular action that has the effect of revealing
this innate aspect of cinematic representation,
foregrounding it to an extent, in order to
instrumentalize it to different ends.

Cinematic repetitions: typologies
As Raymond Bellour noted in a rather
famous article titled Cine-repetitions, published
in 1979, repetition is a term both vague and
precise, so in order to fully grasp the implications
of such a technique, one must first try to
differentiate the various forms of it. Bellour
distinguishes between external and internal
repetitions, the first pertaining to the production
and the distribution of the filmic artefact, while
the second referring to all instances that pertain
to the manner in which the cinematic
representation (and hence its fictional level) is
created (1979, 65-70). External repetitions could
be considered the various rehearsals that the
actors have to go through before shooting
commences. It could also designate the multitude
of takes that are shot in order to produce the
desired result, takes that are of course not part of
the final product. Repetition could be viewed as
the plethora of film prints that are in circulation
at any given time (he speaks exclusively of actual
prints of film stock, but the same could be said of
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digital copies). Internal repetitions are, according
to Bellour, any of the constitutive elements of a
film, especially those specific to a particular
mode of structuring. This includes any and all
recurring elements, such as similar shot types
reappearing throughout a sequence, or indeed,
the entire runtime. The most basic example is the
shot-reverse-shot framing of a scene focused on
a conversation between two characters. Another
type of internal repetition would be the mise en
abyme, in which films appear to contain other
films, or any other elements "borrowed” from
other films. It is a way in which films intertextually
connect, repeating the same elements over and
over again, giving birth to a wide range of genres
(with quite specific sub-genres). As Christian Metz
points out, “filmic narrativity, by becoming stable
through convention and repetition over
innumerable films, has gradually shaped itself
into forms that are more or less fixed, but
certainly not immutable” (1991, 201). Bellour also
gives examples of the various ways in which filmic
construction by way of montage can generate
repetitions (from the frame-level to the sequence
level, or between entire sequences). Building
upon the distinction operated by the Russian
Formalists
between fabula and syuzhet (which
inspired Gérard Genette to coin the now-famous
distinction between story and narrative), he
suggests that any and all alteration to this
structure could and should constitute an instance
of repetition (e.g. flashbacks or flashforwards). As
Inbar Shaham correctly asserts, Bellour’s
taxonomy, while compelling at a first glance, does
rely heavily on a rather vague conceptualization
of the term ‘repetition’ in order "to cover a variety
of phenomena, with only a very general common
denominator among them” (2013, 450). Thus,
further clarifications are in order.
Jonathan Auerbach, in his investigation of
corporality in early silent films, identified a type
of repetition of cinematic space and of movement
within said space. Citing Tom Gunning, he
emphasizes how serial action shot after shot
created a “synthetic space” whereby “character
movement to and from off-screen defines the
space appearing on the screen as a metonymic
part of a larger whole” (Gunning in Auerbach
2000, 802). This type of repetition is made
possible by reiterating a specific movement
between shots while maintaining a similar
manner of construction of said shots. For him,
narrative (in these early films at least, but this fact
could be extrapolated to film in general) is the
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product of subtle variations in specific
repetitions: “variation allows the viewer to
establish relations between prior and present
action” (2000, 804). Although for him repetition is
only a means by which to study how early silent
shorts gradually developed their narrative, it is
however extremely useful as it compliments
Bellour's rather vague description of how
gestures (of motion) can trace back to one
another. In this case, a similar motion is
performed from shot to shot, and thus the
reiteration
(although
not
perfect)
can
immediately signal itself to the viewer. The main
point that I want to highlight here is exactly this:
placing instances of repetition in immediate
proximity to one another is an important way of
instrumentalizing this type of filmic device.
David Bordwell and Kristin Thompson view
repetition as an essential mechanism in the
construction of a cinematic work. The most
obvious example is the repetition of the same
character throughout the various sequences that
comprise the movie, in order to impart the
meaning to the viewers that he or she is the
leading character, and the plot concerns them
directly (2015, 63). In other cases, when the use of
repetitions is not so obvious and intuitive, they
identify motifs as being “any significant repeated
element that contributes to the overall form. It
may be an object, a color, a place, a person, a
sound, or even a character trait” (63). In their neoformalist analysis, they consider motifs as an
indispensable means by which specific directors
achieve a particular cinematic style. Thus,
repetition can be associated not only with
specific genres but a particular author,
functioning as a trademark of sorts. Similarly,
motifs can be said to also have narrative roles, by
anticipating certain events. They conclude that
“recognition of parallelism provides part of our
pleasure in watching a film, much as rhymes
contribute to the power of poetry” (66).
Bordwell returns somewhat to this topic in
an article centred on a narratological analysis of
the film Mildred Pierce (Michael Curtiz, 1945). In
mapping out its structure, he identifies a special
subtype of the displaced diegetic segment: the
“replay”. Bordwell suggests that, although similar
to a flashback, it functions quite differently. While
a flashback (or, in Genette’s terms, an analepsis)
generally presents events that took place before
the moment of narration, a replay “is a flashback
that revisits scenes we’ve already seen” (Bordwell
2013). Thus, a replay is a repetition of an earlier
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scene from the film. An instance like this may
occur in order to recontextualise (for the viewers)
certain aspects that were not clear or reveal
information that was intentionally withheld or
obscured for various reasons (e.g. murder
mystery films). This type of repetition is extremely
useful in order to reassert or to clarify certain
things for the viewers. When analysing the film, he
highlights the fact that, “all the disparities in the
opening nudge us to draw the wrong conclusions,
whether we play the trusting viewer or the
skeptical one” (2013). The differences between a
particular scene and its replay can radically shift
the meaning initially allocated to it. This, rather
minute, distinction can be extremely useful
because it calls to attention not only events
represented prior but also the manner in which
those events were delivered to the viewers - thus
highlighting (to a certain degree) their material
status as images. (Although not fully actualised,
their illusion-breaking potential is clearly
present).
In this short introduction, I have tried, to
sketch out the various ways in which cinematic
repetitions can occur within narrative fiction.
While this list is not all-encompassing 1, it was
intended only to exemplify the wide range of
possibilities one is faced with when trying to
grasp this subject matter.

Single-shot repetitions: definition and
possible functions
I shall focus on one specific sub-variant of
what Bellour would name interior repetition,
namely the single-shot repetition. Although not as
prevalent as other instances mentioned above, it
is a noteworthy example of how the cinematic
language functions. This type of repetition entails
not only a replay of events already represented
once before, but also of that exact shot in
question. Its reappearance needs to be without
major alterations – an exact copy of an anterior
shot is to be reused.
Single-shot repetitions are employed in
cinema for a variety of reasons. Although their
prevalence is not as widespread as other
instances of cinematic repetition, it is
nonetheless a technique that has been
instrumentalized in specific ways. In the following
paragraphs, I intend to list a few of these.
1

To this extent, I have chosen not to include a discussion of Inbar
Shaham’s quite complex conceptualisation of cinematic repetitions,
because while extremely insightful, it goes beyond the scope of this
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First of all, as Bellour identifies, repetition is
a staple of avant-garde films, which most often
“only carry to an extreme the relations between
difference and equivalence, divergence and
repetition” (1979, 68). One needs only to mention
Fernand Léger’s 1924 short, Ballet Mécanique – a
film constructed in such a manner as to give an
accurate representation of the various ways in
which the cinematic apparatus can alter the
(generally photo-realist) way of depicting reality
(using a wide variety of techniques such as rapid
cutting, slow motion, reverse motion, and singleshot repetition). As Ben Howell Davis points out,
“the avatars are everyday objects enlarged to
archetypical status passing one from the other,
repeating, transforming, and interrupting each
other” (1993, 117). The most prevalent sequence
where repetition is put to use is the one which
presents a woman ascending a flight of stairs. The
shot is repeated ten times, each time with no
significant variation. The effect of this rather
short sequence is that of creating a sense of
uneasiness. By continual reiteration, the
narrative aspects of the shot subside, and its
purely
representational
aspects
become
highlighted. The action becomes unfamiliar,
strange, and even comedic (in the Bergsonian
sense). It is a great example of how cinema can be
used to alter the perception of an otherwise
banal action.
A second example is from Mircea Săucan’s
1966 feature, Meandre - a modernist film inspired
in equal amounts by the poetic cinema of
Dovzhenko and Pudovkin and by the early works
of Left Bank director Alain Resnais. Exploring in a
rather non-chronological manner the interwoven
lives of several characters, it relies heavily on
various forms of repetition. Its structure aligns
with David Bordwell’s typology of art cinema
narration which “plays among several tendencies:
deviation from classical norms, [...] creation of
innovative intrinsic norms, and the greater or
lesser foregrounding of deviations from those
intrinsic norms” (1985, 213). Art films can overload
the viewer’s attention to such a degree that in
order to fully grasp the events presented,
multiple viewings are necessary. An example
from Meandre: the train platform scene. Unlike
the previous case, this instance of repetition does
not occur within a single sequence. The same shot
is repeated three times throughout the film as a
paper (concentrated on single-shot repetitions - a variant that he does
not focus on).
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structural bearing, a signifying knot. In Bordwell’s
terms, it is indeed a replay, in that the same event
is being revisited again and again, but its role in
the narrative is not as easily determinable. The
vagueness of its immediate meaning gives it a
specific aura, almost a poetical one, leading us to
conclude that repetitions in this film are used to
accentuate the rhythm patterns of the nonchronological narrative structure. Its ultimate
meaning is entirely left to the viewer to decide,
speculate and ponder on.
A third possible use of single-shot
repetitions is a purely functional one. I am
referring to the repetition of specific shots in
order to accurately deliver spatial information to
the viewer. The most prevalent example of this is
the repetition of an exterior establishing shot of
a particular location before cutting to an interior
shot. This sequencing is used to establish a
particular relationship between various setpieces and real-life locations. Case in point: all
the establishing shots throughout the TV
series Seinfeld (1989-1998). Each time, before we
are shown the interior of the protagonist’s
apartment, there is an establishing shot of a NewYork-styled building. To reiterate, throughout the
entire series, the same shot of this particular
exterior is repeated. If in the last example, one
could not be certain of the reiterated shot’s
meaning, there is no problem here in this respect:
it is a visual method of spatializing the setting and
action, while at the same time being a way to
counterbalance
the
otherwise
quite
claustrophobic plethora of interior shots
(typically associated with the sitcom format).
I have sought to define this sub-variant of
cinematic repetition and to succinctly sketch out
a couple of ways in which it could be employed
(and to what possible ends). What follows is a
case study in order to assess its metarefernetial
potential.

Single-shot repetition as cinematic
metareference: Spaceballs (Mel Brooks,
1987)
I am interested in this type of repetition
because of its potential to encode various
meanings, in accordance with the manner in
which it appears. The hypothesis of this paper is
as follows: I posit that single-shot repetition can
function in a metareferential manner.
When mentioning metareference, I am of
course referring to Werner Wolf’s proposed
26

transmedial terminology: metareference as a
special type of self-reference (which is in turn
viewed as the opposite of heteroreference), a
particular type of instance when a work (in this
case, a narrative film) refers to itself, or, by
extension, to the medium as a whole. As such,
metareference is an umbrella-term to distinguish
between those purely formal instances of selfreference and those with a metacommunicative
intent. Metarefernetial instances are those that
articulate a discursive statement that appears to
originate from a higher logical level, establishing
“a secondary reference to texts and media (and
related issues) as such by, as it were, viewing
them ‘from the outside’ of a meta-level from
whose perspective they are consequently seen as
different from unmediated reality and the
content of represented worlds” (Wolf 2009, 22-23).
One of its main effects is generating in the viewer
a type of medium-awareness (the work in hand
becoming a sort of object-level).
While this alteration of terminology might
seem a bit confusing, it is incredibly useful in
practice, because (at least in cinema studies) such
metareferential instances have been almost
always viewed in light of their illusion breaking
capabilities. In this vein, Robert Stam defines
filmic “reflexivity” as the subversion of “the
assumption that art can be a transparent medium
of communication, a window on the world, a
mirror promenading down a highway” (1992, xi). In
this conceptualisation, reflexivity would go
against the mimetic tendencies of a
representational medium, trying to undermine its
illusory nature. Aesthetic illusion is to be
understood as “a basically pleasurable mental
state that frequently emerges during the
reception of many representational texts,
artefacts or performances” (Wolf 2013, 51). It’s the
prime motive that gives rise to the viewer’s
immersion into a represented world (a fictional
universe generated by the cinematic narrative).
It is important to note that this is not always
the case, because certain reflexive devices such
as the mise en abyme, can function in such a way
as to strengthen the aesthetic illusion (e.g. the
recursive elements within Charlie Kaufman’s 2008
film, Synecdoche, New York, which are used in
order to signal its protagonist’s general descent
into psychosis). For this reason, I will employ
Wolf’s model.
Spaceballs (1987) is a spoof film, or, to be
more precise, a parody of popular science-fiction
blockbusters such as Star Wars (1977), Star
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Trek (1966-1969), or Alien (1979). It features a
conventional narrative, loosely based on the
events depicted in George Lucas’s film, with
diverse elements, or plot points, “borowed“ from
other flicks: we follow the (mis)adventures of a
group of space mercenaries that meddle in the
affairs of a malevolent galactic empire, giving
assistance to a princess in dire need. The story
itself is of little consequence - merely a manner
in which to balance out the plethora of illusionbreaking instances that are present throughout
its entirety. The film is metareferential in that it
contains and utilises a series of devices and
techniques in order to (1) disturb the immersive
effect of cinematic images and to (2) poke fun at
the entire genre (science-fiction epic). As JeanMarc Limoges observes, the various instances
where the filmic apparatus itself is showcased are
paired with key moments of the film, to deescalate the tension and create an illusionbreaking effect, such as the laser-sword battle,
where one of the boom operators accidentally
hits one of the characters (2009, 403).
The film’s continual juxtaposition of
immersive and distancing elements is indeed its
main parodic strategy. In this context, a correct
analysis of each individual instance becomes
paramount to understand it thoroughly.
According to Jeff Thoss, metalepsis (understood
as the transgression of boundaries between
various fictional levels) “is employed as a comic
device that continually reminds the audience that
it is only a movie they are seeing” (2015, 116). He
goes on to investigate how the film’s characters
seem to manifest the knowledge that they are
indeed part of a fictional narrative, by noticing
various non-diegetic elements (e.g. in the exact
moment that a wipe transition between two
scenes appears – note that this type of transition
is in itself a nod to the stylistic of the original Star
Wars – one of the crewmates exclaims: “Nice
transition!”). As Thoss himself concludes,
(although
extensively
present)
the
metareferential device of metalepsis is
undoubtedly used mainly for comedic effect (123).
I propose that single-shot repetition
functions similarly, albeit in subtler (less obvious)
ways. I intend to demonstrate how a seemingly
insignificant instance present within the film’s
climax can undoubtedly function in a
metareferential manner, affect the aesthetic
illusion of the entire sequence and be indeed
considered a moment of pure subversion.
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The scene in question is part of film’s last
act: the enemy ship is to be destroyed, and all the
characters are concentrated on escaping
imminent death. By all accounts, this narrative
situation constitutes as a direct reference to a
similar scene in the original Star Wars. Here, Mel
Brooks attempts to inject some comedic aspects
into an otherwise intense and dramatic situation.
Hence, we follow not the heroes’ attempt to flee,
but the villains’. The main antagonists try to gain
safe passage via eject-pods, but their endeavours
are comically forted, leaving them stranded on
the soon to be obliterated ship. If the entire
choreography of slapstick moments doesn’t
succeed to release the tension created by these
particular circumstances, because such is the
nature of viewers’ empathy, then Brooks applies
another method: a visual gag, of sorts. Via parallel
editing, the scenes in which the characters
attempt to enter the pods are juxtaposed with
scenes in which the same pods being ejected into
space. This is by no account an illusion-breaking
instance, at first glance. It is paramount that the
narrative information needs to correctly
orientate the viewer. This is the main point of
those short inserts: they assure the viewers that
the pods are working correctly and (in rapid
succession) highlight the fact that the three
antagonists are definitely stuck on-board. The
shots themselves aren’t out of the ordinary,
emulating the manner in which many of the
special effects scenes were constructed at that
particular time. The pods in question are in fact
small models animated to give the impression
that they function as supposed to in that
storyworld. Nothing subversive thus far, but at a
second glance, one begins to observe that those
three inserts are in fact repetitions of one same
exact shot. In the midst of all the chaos
represented, Brooks decides to reuse the same
singular shot of an escape pod jettisoning into
space. It is by doing so that he manages to disturb
the immersive quality of the entire sequence, and
thus reinstitute the status quo.
It is evident that the shots in question are
nothing more than reiterations of the first one.
This fact is made even clearer by Auerbach’s
proposed notion of proximity: arranging them
with only one or two shots in-between them, their
similarity is immediately identifiable. If we are to
consider them an instance of what Bordwell
deems a replay, it would make little to no
narrative sense. Thus, a paradox emerges: if they
are meant to represent different pods, at
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different times, why are they made to look
identical? This ambivalence as to the meaning of
their similarities, coupled with the absurdity of
the replay hypothesis, functions in such a manner
as to (1) signal itself out to the viewers and (2) act
as an illusion destabilising apparatus.
In Wolf’s terminology, while the film’s other
illusion-breaking moments are almost too
flagrant, this instance of subtle single-shot
repetition would undoubtedly be considered a
case of implicit self-reference. Its status is quite
clear thus far (repetition being in poetry the
prime example of formal self-reference, as
identified by Roman Jakobson), but the question
remains: is it metareferential? In order to answer,
one must attempt to understand if this particular
instance of single-shot repetition triggers within
the viewer a sense of medium awareness. I posit
that this is indeed the case, because, while doing
it in an almost subliminal manner, this repetition
clearly affects the correct pacing of the whole
sequence. It does this by emulating what could at
the very least be considered a repercussion of
budget limitations, if not a downright directorial
blunder. Thus, at first, the film’s status as an
artefact is considered and then the entire
cinematic medium is foregrounded. By
intentionally including what appears to be a
rather shameful mistake, Brooks manages to
poke fun at the fictionality of the entire sequence.
Because, unlike the other “mistakes” that we see
throughout the film (scenes that are carefully
constructed for comedic effect), this instance of
reiteration seems designed for a more nuanced
type of clash. This single-shot repetition, while
not as prevalent as other metareferential devices
present throughout the film, manages to ever so
slightly affect the illusion and thus disturb the
viewer’s immersion (as opposed to shattering it
completely). It does not go for a great laugh, but
instead a chuckle. And, in doing so, the film
subverts not only the source material but itself
for that matter. By misleading the viewers with a
willful cinematic mistake, it ever so subtly
foregrounds itself as an artefact. This short-

circuit of sorts invites a critique of itself in order
to “trick” the viewers to better evaluate the film
in hand and, by extent, the genre as a whole.
Mel Brooks manages, by repeating the same
frames a couple of times, to simultaneously
critique the science-fiction genre as a whole
(think only of Star Trek’s limited use of special
effects) while at the same time, by placing this
repetition in the film’s climax, poke fun at (and, to
a certain extent, even admonish) the viewer’s
willingness to partake in the whole fictional
charade (for the sake of catharsis).

Conclusion
At a first glance, using Robert Stam’s
classification, this film’s brand of “reflexivity”
(understood as illusion-breaking metareference)
can be categorised as ludic (as opposed to
aggressive or didactic) (1992, xvi), but at closer
examination, some of its sequences could be said
to actualise full-fledged critiques (both of the
genres it spoofs and their fans). First, in this paper
I have tried to define single-shot repetitions
correctly (by putting them in relation to other
types of cinematic repetitions), and secondly, to
demonstrate that such a device can, under the
right circumstances, constitute a metareferential
instance. This case of single-shot repetition is
indeed a prime example of how a subtle (re)usage
of the same couple of film-frames can be
employed in order to destabilise the immersive
effect of an entire sequence, and how, by
instrumentalizing this disturbance correctly, a
director can encode metacommunicational
statements in a purely visual manner. Through its
perpetual back and forth between immersive
shots and distancing techniques and its own
brand of on the nose but also not too harsh
commentary, Spaceballs achieves a kind of
ambivalence, in that “it both legitimizes and
subverts that which it parodies” (Hutcheon 1989,
101).
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